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Best mobile banking service in the world

*According to Forrester Research 2017 report “2017 Global Mobile Banking Benchmark.” 
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Why?



60%*
Of total employment is created by SMEs

SMEs

*OECD Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2018

50-60%*
Of value added on average comes from 

SMEs.

50-60%*
Of value added on average comes from 

SMEs.



The Pain



The Pain

5,5 million SMEs don’t have any access to 
financing or are underserved in Europe*

25% of financing requests by SMEs in 
Europe are not successful (no funding or 
lower than 75% of amount required)*

New businesses are not served (+2 years 
of operation is typically required to approve 
financing)

*SAFE - Survey on access to finance of enterprises 2015, 
European Commission



The Pain

SMEs with less than 2 complete accounting 
years are not directly served as 2 complete 
financial statements are required to compare.

Entrepreneurs previous experience is not 
taken into account, every time they start a new 
venture, they do it from scratch.



The Pain

Most of newly created SMEs in Spain are 
Private Limited Companies.

However, banks usually ask for a guarantee, 
personal, joint , several or joint and several.

This is contradictory with the nature of PLCs.



139 Bn* 54%*

40-90%*

Informal investment in Europe represents a 
significant part of SME’s funding

*INE, Eurostat, 2006 Financing Report, 
Babson and LBS, BBVA analysis

Average APR is very high and able to harm SMB’s

*BBVA analysis

European young SME’s get funds from 
friends and family

*Founding and Sponsoring Institutions, 
2006 Financing Report, Babson and LBS

SMEs



What?





The Solution

Trust·u is a co-lending platform that formalizes 
the loans of the inner circle of SMEs (friends & 
family) and contributes additional finance based 
on a new risk model.



Example

Trust·u F&F

FOR YOUR BUSINESS

You decide the terms of 
this private loan

6.686% APR

24 months

28.000€ 2.000€+



Co-lending

F&F lenders are willing to accept 
negative returns converting their 

contribution in a ‘cushion’  to allow 
lending at early stages of SMB’s 

development

The Hypotheses

Social Underwriting

Close network has an extensive set 
of data and evidence allowing 

powerful scoring to complement our 
own risk model

Social Collateral

Having friends & family involved in 
the operation can end up with better 
repayment behavior keeping default 

and LGD at acceptable rates



Timeline

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN …

Full MVP Released

JUNE 

SET
2016

Trust Index

MARCH

Panel Session

JANUARY

Early Test
Invited SMEs to test our product 

and get real feedback on UX.

This is your trust index:

POINTSPOINTS

WE NEED TO KNOW YOU BETTER GOOD VERY GOOD EXCELENT

Sector 
Average



How?



Social Underwriting

Many SMEs ask their F&F for money to start 
their business. 

Some get the money from their circle, and some 
don’t.

Behind this decision there is a social 
underwriting knowledge that has an incredible 
potential for newborn enterprises.



New Data Sources

We have incorporated new data sources to our 
model, thanks to the features obtained from 
bank data aggregation techniques.

Allowing aggregations from top 20 Spanish 
enterprise banks.

+ 70%
of our model is based on transactional 

features



New Risk Model

Traditional internal admission rating models  are 
typically developed using  ML linear models 
with monotonous features.

However, our approach was non-linear, as 
backtesting shown a significant improvement.

60% better* performance than non client 
models applied to our segment as compared to 
the traditional approach.

*Gini index improvement

"If you can't explain it simply, you 
don't understand it well enough"



New Risk Model

*Gini index improvement

Traditional internal admission rating models  are 
typically developed using  ML linear models 
with monotonous features.

However, our approach was non-linear, as 
backtesting shown a significant improvement.

60% better* performance than non client 
models applied to our segment as compared to 
the traditional approach.



Interpretability

We have proved, non linear models can be built 
to solve these problems.

However, due to the interpretabil i ty-
performance tradeoff an interpretability feature 
is needed to have internal confidence and to be 
compliant with current and future right to 
explanation regulation.

https://bit.ly/2vVwhNP


Interpretability

Interpretability is a hot topic right now, not only 
on the law side due to all its consequences on 
AI and its impact in daily used services such as 
Facebook, Google or Amazon, but a hot topic 
on academia too.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.03490.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.04938.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1705.07874.pdf
http://interactive.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/BKim2015NIPS.pdf


Interpretability

After trying out some public  academia 
implementations of explanations frameworks, 
we realised they were not suited for our specific 
needs.

Current approaches try to explain models 
locally, “vicinity” of an observation, and 
globally, providing a set of non-redundant 
explanations.

You did not ask for 
enough money

Your region has a high 
default rate



Interpretability

We built our own explanations framework, 
capable of efficiently exploring our risk models 
decision boundaries, and give useful feedback 
to the client. 

Don’t stay more than 5 
days in a row in 

overdraft

Keep your  
income-expenses ratio 
at a maximum of 81%



The opportunity

Being pioneers in addressing SMEs financing 
problem is key, not only to help those SMEs but 
to be aligned with EU regulations on data 
privacy and aggregation, PSD2 and GDPR.



The opportunity

Trust·u is a great approach to attract non BBVA 
customers.

90%
of our customer base is non BBVA.



The opportunity

Non customer transactional data, is an asset 
itself to improve future products, and return data 
based added value to customers. 
 
Always gathering data from customers under 
their consent and in a transparent way.

Millions
of transactions  aggregated over alpha stage

Trust Circle



Conclusions



Internal ventures 
foster innovation

Having a place to try out new 
algorithms and processes in an agile 
way is  key to future improvements 

with bigger impact to our big 
customer base, and to disrupt 

ourselves.

Conclusions

Demand is real
SMEs and freelancers really need 

new ways to access financing. 
 

As banks we should be willing to 
accept the challenge, and change 
our data sources and models to 
better understand their needs.

Data is key
Understanding how this social 

networks work is key, as well as 
learning from transactional data to 
improve future models and data 

added value services.
Giving data back to customer in the 
form of positive feedback empowers 
them to make better decisions, and 
increase their chance to success.



The Team

+ OUR BELOVED BOTS @HODOR & @TRUSTPI



Questions?



www.bbvadata.com

www.trustu.es

manuel.ventero@bbvadata.com

http://www.bbvadata.com
http://www.trustu.es
mailto:manuel.ventero@bbvadata.com

